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ABSTRACTGiven a olletion of boolean spatial features, the o-loationpattern disovery proess �nds the subsets of features fre-quently loated together. For example, the analysis of aneology dataset may reveal the frequent o-loation of a �reignition soure feature with a needle vegetation type featureand a drought feature. The spatial o-loation rule problemis di�erent from the assoiation rule problem. Even thoughboolean spatial feature types (also alled spatial events) mayorrespond to items in assoiation rules over market-basketdatasets, there is no natural notion of transations. Thisreates diÆulty in using traditional measures (e.g. sup-port, on�dene) and applying assoiation rule mining al-gorithms whih use support based pruning. In our reentwork [22℄, we proposed a notion of user-spei�ed neighbor-hoods in plae of transations to speify groups of items in[22℄, new interest measures for spatial o-loation patternswhih are robust in the fae of potentially in�nite overlap-ping neighborhoods,and an algorithm to mine frequent spa-tial o-loation patterns and analyzed its orretness, andompleteness. The Co-loation Miner generates andidateprevalent o-loations in the spatial feature level and gener-ates table instanes for the andidate o-loations to hektheir prevalene. When the false andidate prevalent o-loation set is large, the performane of the Co-loationMiner dereases. Due to spatial autoorrelation, the loa-tions of individual spatial features of a point data set areoften lustered spatially, the Co-loation Miner is ompu-tationally expensive without taking spatial autoorrelationinto onsideration. In this paper, a new algorithm alledMulti-resolution Co-loation Miner is presented. The pro-�Supported in part by the Army High Performane Comput-ing Researh Center under the auspies of Department of theArmy, Army Researh Laboratory Cooperative agreementnumber DAAH04-95-2-0003/ontrat number DAAH04-95-C-0008

posed algorithm has two logial phases, namely �lter andre�nement. The �lter phase summarizes the original pointdataset into a smaller lattie dataset using spae partition-ing whih allows the omputation of the upper bounds ofthe interest measures. It eliminates many non-interestingo-loations, reduing the set of andidates to be exploredby the re�nement phase, whih omputes the true valuesof the interest measures. We show that the proposed algo-rithm is orret and omplete and the proposed algorithm isseveral times faster than the traditional Co-loation Mineralgorithm in a dataset with spatially autoorrelation by ex-periments.
Keywordsspatial data mining, Geographi Information System, spatialo-loation rules, assoiation rules
1. INTRODUCTIONWidespread use of spatial databases [7, 20, 21, 28℄ is leadingto an inreasing interest in mining interesting and useful butimpliit spatial patterns [6, 12, 16, 19, 26℄. EÆient toolsfor extrating information from geo-spatial data, the fousof this work, are ruial to organizations whih make dei-sions based on large spatial datasets. These organizationsare spread aross many domains inluding eology and envi-ronmental management, publi safety, transportation, pub-li health, business, travel and tourism [3, 11, 14, 8, 23,26, 29℄. We will fous on the appliation domain of eol-ogy, where sientists are interested in �nding frequent o-ourrenes among boolean spatial features, e.g. drought,El Nino, substantial inrease in vegetation, substantial dropin vegetation, and extremely high preipitation.Assoiation rule �nding [10℄is an important data miningtehnique whih has helped retailers interested in �ndingitems frequently bought together to make store arrange-ments, plan atalogs, and promote produts together. Spa-tial assoiation rules [13℄ are spatial ases of general asso-iation rules where at least one of the prediates is spatial.Assoiation rule mining algorithms [1, 2, 9℄ assume that a�nite set of disjoint transations are given as input to thealgorithms. In market basket data, a transation onsist ofa olletion of item types purhased together by a ustomer.Algorithms like apriori [2℄ an eÆiently �nd the frequentitemsets from all the transations and assoiation rules anbe found from these frequent itemsets.
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Figure 1: Example datasetMany spatial datasets onsist of instanes of a olletion ofboolean spatial features (e.g., drought, needle leaf vegeta-tion). Figure 1 shows the frequent o-ourrenes of somespatial feature types represented by di�erent shapes. Whileboolean spatial features an be thought of as item types,there may not be an expliit �nite set of transations, dueto the ontinuity of the underlying spae. The grid annotbe used to transationize the data as desribed in [22℄. Ifspatial assoiation rule disovery is restrited to a referenefeature (e.g., ity) [13℄, then transations an be de�nedaround the instanes of this referene feature. Generalizingthis paradigm to the ase where no referene feature is spe-i�ed is non-trivial. De�ning transations around loationsof instanes of all features may yield dupliate ounts formany andidate assoiations. De�ning transations by par-titioning spae independent of data distribution is an alter-native. However, imposing arti�ial transations via spaepartitioning often underounts instanes of tuples interset-ing the boundaries of arti�ial transations or double-ountsinstanes of tuples o-loated together.
1.1 Related Work and Our ContributionsApproahes to disover o-loation rules in the literaturean be ategorized into two lasses, namely spatial statis-tis and assoiation rules. Spatial statistis-based [4, 5℄ ap-proahes use measures of spatial orrelation to haraterizethe relationship between di�erent types of spatial features.Measures of spatial orrelation inlude hi-square tests, or-relation oeÆients, ross-k funtion, and regression models,as well as their generalizations using spatial neighborhoodrelationships. Computing spatial orrelation measures forall possible o-loation patterns an be omputationally ex-pensive due to the exponential number of andidates givena large olletion of spatial boolean features.Assoiation rule-based approahes [13℄ fous on the re-ation of transations over spae so that an apriori likealgorithm [2℄ an be used. Some pratitioners use ad-howindowing to reate transations, leading to problems ofunder ounting or over ounting in the determination of

prevalene measures, e.g., support. Another approah isbased on the hoie of a referene spatial feature [13℄ tomine all assoiation rules of the following form:is a(X; large town) ^ adjaent to(X; sea)) lose to(X; us boundary)(80%)(1)where at least one of the prediates is a spatial prediate.Users are �rst asked to speify the spatial features whihinterest them in a form that spei�es the referene spatialfeature and the relevant spatial features. An example is�nding within the map of British Columbia the strong spa-tial assoiation relationships between large towns and other"near by" spatial features inluding mines, ountry bound-ary, water and major highways. The large town is the refer-ene spatial feature while the mines, ountry boundary, et.are the relevant spatial features. A transation with itemsfrom mines, ountry boundary, water and major highways isreated near by eah large town. The rules found are all re-lated to the large towns suh as the example given above. Ina sense every rule is stating some fats about large towns,read as for a large town if it has property A then it hasproperty B with some on�dene. This approah does not�nd more general o-loation patterns involving no referenespatial feature on the left-hand side of the assoiation rules.For example, onsider the o-loation pattern of (drought,pine-needle-vegetation) being in a neighborhood implyinghigh probability of a �re-ignition event.
Apriori_gen Prune(data)of size k of size k+1

Candidate co-locationPrevalent co-location Prevalent co-location
        of size k+1Figure 2: Co-loation Miner Algorithm IllustrationThe Co-loation Miner algorithm [22℄ is an iterative algo-rithm. In eah iteration, it performs two steps, namely fea-ture level apriori gen and instane level pruning, as shownin Figure 4. The �rst step takes prevalent o-loations ofsize k and generates andidate o-loations of size k + 1.The seond step analyzes the instane level dataset to om-pute the interest measures and prunes the andidates basedon thresholds on the interest measures to generate prevalento-loations of size k+1. Interest measure omputation for aandidate o-loation involves spatial joins among instanesof the relevant spatial features using a given neighborhoodrelationship. Interest measure omputation for o-loationsis muh more expensive than that for onventional assoia-tion rules, due to the lak of transations. The Co-loationMiner algorithm inorporated ideas like the use of multiplestrategies (e.g. spatial, ombinatorial) for omputing inter-est measures as well as reuse of partial results aross dif-ferent o-loations. Despite these optimization, Co-loationMiner is omputationally expensive relative to algorithmsfor mining assoiation rules. There is a strong need for moreeÆient algorithms for mining o-loation rules.Contributions: In this paper we use a multi-resolution ap-proah alled Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner to miningo-loations. In eah iteration it uses the results from theprevious iteration and has two logial phases, namely the



�lter phase and the re�nement phase. The �lter proeduresummarizes the original point dataset into a smaller lattiedataset using spae partitioning. It omputes the upperbounds of the values of the interest measures for andidateo-loations using the smaller summary dataset and quiklyeliminates andidates using thresholds. Remaining andi-dates are examined by the re�nement phase, whih om-putes exat values of the interest measures using the originaldataset to determine the �nal answers.We provide a theoretial analysis of the proposed algorithmand experimental performane evaluation results. The the-oretial analysis shows that the proposed algorithms areorret and omplete. The proposed algorithms are moreeÆient than the Co-loation Miner, when instanes of in-dividual spatial features are strongly lustered in spae andthe false andidate o-loation rate is high. The experimen-tal results supports the theoretial evaluation by showingthe performane superiority of Multi-resolution Co-loationMiner by 1 to 5 times.
1.2 Basic Concepts and Problem FormulationThe spatial o-loation problem looks similar but in fat isvery di�erent from the assoiation rule mining problem be-ause of the lak of transations. In market basket data sets,transations represent sets of item types bought togetherby ustomers. The purpose of mining assoiation rules isto identify frequent item sets for planning store layouts ormarketing ampaigns. In the spatial o-loation rule min-ing problem, transations are often not expliit. The trans-ations in market basket analysis are independent of eahother. Transations are disjoint in the sense that they donot share instanes of item types. In ontrast, the instanesof spatial features are embedded in a spae and share a vari-ety of spatial relationships (e.g. neighbor) with eah other.We summarize the key onepts de�ned to solve the aboveproblem in this setion. A o-loation is a subset ofboolean spatial features. A o-loation rule is of theform: C1 ! C2(p; p) where C1 and C2 are o-loations,p is a number representing the prevalene measure and p isa number measuring onditional probability. The prevalenemeasure and the onditional probability measure, alled in-terest measures, need to be de�ned in spatial appliationdomains and models of interpretation. The referene fea-ture entri model enumerates neighborhoods to \mate-rialize" a set of transations around instanes of the refer-ene spatial feature as desribed in the related work. With\materialized" transations, the support and on�dene ofthe traditional assoiation rule problem [2℄ may be usedas prevalene and onditional probability measures. Theevent entri model is relevant to appliations like eol-ogy, where there are many types of boolean spatial features.Eologists are interested in �nding subsets of spatial fea-tures likely to our in a neighborhood around instanes ofgiven subsets of event types. Neighborhood is an impor-tant onept in the event entri model. The de�nition ofa neighbor relation is an input and is based on the seman-tis of the appliation domains. A neighbor relation maybe de�ned using topologial relationships (e.g. onneted,adjaent), metri relationships (e.g. Eulidean distane) ora ombination (e.g. shortest-path distane in a graph suhas road-map). Here we introdue several onepts neessary

for de�ning prevalene and onditional probability measuresfor spatial datasets in event entri view. I = fi1; : : : ; ikgis a row instane of a o-loation C = ff1; : : : ; fkg if ij isan instane of feature fj(8j 2 1; : : : ; k) and I has pairwiseinterested neighboring relationships. For example, f3,1g isan instane of o-loation f?; Æg in Figure 1 where 3 and 1are unique instane IDs inside eah spatial feature type andtwo instanes are neighbors if they are in any square of sized�d. The table instane of a o-loation C = ff1; : : : ; fkgis the olletion of all its row instanes. The partiipa-tion ratio pr(C; fi) for feature type fi of a o-loationC = ff1; f2; : : : ; fkg is the fration of instanes of fi whihpartiipate in any row instane of o-loation C. This ratioan be formally de�ned as jdistint(�fi (all row instanes of C))jjinstanes of ffigjwhere � is a relational projetion operation. For exam-ple, in Figure 1, instanes of o-loation f?; Æg are f3,1g,f3,2g,f4,1g,f4,2g, f5,3g, f5,4g,f6,3g, and f6,4g. 4 in-stanes (3,4,5,and 6) of spatial feature ? out of 7 partii-pates in o-loation f?; Æg. So pr(f?; Æg; ?) = 47 . The par-tiipation index of a o-loation C = ff1; f2; : : : ; fkg isminfpr(C; fi)g; i = 1; � � � ; k. We use the minimal value in-stead of the produt of the partiipation ratios [22℄ beauseminimal value is more meaningful to end users. In Figure 1,partiipation ratio pr(f?; Æg; ?) of feature A in o-loationf?; Æg is 47 as alulated above. Similarly pr(f?; Æg; Æ) is1.0. The partiipation index for o-loation f?; Æg is minf 47 ,1.0g = 47 . Note that the partiipation index is monotoni-ally non-inreasing with the size of the o-loation inreas-ing sine any spatial feature that partiipates in a row in-stane of a o-loation C of size k + 1 will partiipates ina row instane of a o-loation C0 where C0 � C. Theonditional probability of a o-loation rule C1 ! C2 inthe event entri model is the probability of �nding C2 ina neighborhood of C1. It an be formally de�ned as: Theonditional probability of a o-loation rule C1 ! C2 isjdistint(�C1 (all row instanes of C1[C2))jjinstanes of C1j where � is a proje-tion operation.The lak of transations in spatial o-loation mining reatesfundamental di�erenes between assoiation rule mining ando-loation rule mining. The major di�erenes are presentedin Table 1.Table 1: Assoiation Rules vs. Co-loation RulesCriteria AssoiationRule Mining Co-loation Rule MiningItem Types Produt types Spatial FeaturesItem Colle-tions TransationsfTig NeighborhoodsPrevalene(A ! B) Support: p(A[B 2 Ti) Partiipation IndexConditionalProbability(A ! B) Con�dene:p(B 2 TijA 2Ti) Conditional Probability p(B 2Neighborhood of LjAat L)We formalize the event entri o-loation rule miningproblem as follows:Given:1) a set T of K Boolean spatial feature typesT=ff1; f2; : : : ; fKg



2) a set of N instanes P=fp1 : : : pNg, eah pi 2 P is avetor <instane-id, spatial feature type, loation> wherespatial feature type 2 T and loation 2 spatial frameworkS3) A neighbor relation R over loations in S4) Min prevalene threshold value, min onditional proba-bility thresholdObjetives:1) Completeness: We say an algorithm is omplete if it�nds all spatial o-loation rules whih have prevalenesand onditional probabilities greater than user spei�edthresholds.2) Corretness:We say an algorithm is orret if any spa-tial o-loation rules it �nds has prevalene and onditionalprobabilities greater than user spei�ed thresholds.3) Computational eÆieny: IO ost and CPU ost togenerate the o-loation rules should be aeptableFind:Co-loation rules with high prevalene and high onditionalprobabilityConstraints:1) R is symmetri and reexive2) Monotoni prevalene measure3) Conditional probability measures are spei�ed by theevent entri model
1.3 Outline and ScopeIn setion 2, we present the Multi-resolution Co-loationMiner algorithm. Setion 3 analyzes the algorithm for theirompleteness, orretness, and omplexity omparisons withthe original Co-loation Miner. The design of an experimentto evaluate the proposed algorithm as well as the experimen-tal results are presented in the setion 4The sope of this paper is limited to o-loation rules intwo dimensional Eulidean spae. Issues beyond the sopeof the paper inlude other spatial patterns, spatio-temporalo-loations, as well as system implementation issues suhas seletion of index, bu�ering poliy et.
2. MULTI-RESOLUTION CO-LOCATION

MINERWe present a high level desription of main steps of thealgorithm before providing the details.Input:1) K boolean spatial instane types and their instanesP = f< fi; fIg > jfi 2 ff1; f2; : : : ; fKg; I 2 Sgwhere S is the set of all interested loations2) A symmetri and reexive neighbor relation R3) A multi-resolution lattie de�nition to transform thedataset toPC = f< fi; f< C;# >g > jfi 2 ff1; f2; : : : ; fKg; C 2 SCgwhere SC is the set of all partitions and # is the number ofpoint instanes of fi in C4) A symmetri and reexive neighbor relation RC whih isis ompatible with R5) A user spei�ed minimum threshold prevalene measure(min prevalene)

6) A user spei�ed minimum onditional probability(min ond prob)Output:Co-loation rule sets with partition index> min prevaleneandonditional probability > min ond probMethod:1) Initialization2) for size of o-loations in (1, 2, 3, : : : , K � 1) do2.1) Shema level (spatial feature level) pruning2.2) Coarse resolution instane level pruning2.3) Fine resolution instane level pruning2.4) Generate o-loation rules3) end;In Input 4), we say RC is ompatible with R if any twopartitions are neighbors if any pair of points from eah ofthe two partitions are neighbors in the original dataset P .Step 2.1 to Step 2.4 loops through 1 to K � 1 to gen-erate prevalent o-loations of size 2 or more, iterating oninreasing values of sizes of o-loations. Eah iteration mayuse the o-loations and their table instanes generated inthe previous iteration. The loop breaks whenever an emptyo-loation set of some size is generated.Whenever neessary, we use Figure 1 as an example datasetto illustrate algorithms, analysis, and lemma proofs. InFigure 1, di�erent shapes represent di�erent spatial featuretypes. Two loations are neighbors if they loate in anysquare of size d � d. Every instane has a unique ID inits spatial feature type and is labeled below it in the �g-ure. A lattie with uniform ell size d is super-imposed onthe dataset. In the lattie dataset, two ells are neighborsif their enters are in any square of size d � d. Withoutonsidering the edge e�ets, this is a 9 adjaeny neighborde�nition inluding the ell itself. This new neighborhoodde�nition guarantees that two ells are neighbors if any pairof points from eah of the two ells are neighbors in the orig-inal dataset. Cell ID (and instane in the lattie dataset) isdetermined by reading the x-axis followed by the y-axis.Step 1 initializes the the prevalent size 1 o-loation setwith the input P of the algorithm. At the same time, PCis needed for generating table instanes of andidate o-loations of size 2 in the oarse resolution instane levelpruning in step 2.2. Thus size 1 oarse resolution o-loationset is initialized with PC . The partiipation indexes of sin-gleton o-loations are 1 and all singleton o-loations areprevalent. For example, in Figure 3 o-loations of size 1 inthe �ne resolution level are represented by tables f1; f2, andf3. Co-loations of size 1 in the oarse resolution level arerepresented by tables 1; 2, and 3.Step 2.1 uses apriori gen to generate andidate prevalento-loations of size k + 1 from prevalent o-loations ofsize k and this substep works on spatial feature typeand o-loation level. The apriori gen is an adoptionfuntion from the apriori [2℄. It takes as argument Ck,the set of all prevalent size k o-loations. The funtionworks as follows. First, in the join step, we join Ck with Ck:
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4/7            5/10         4/4Figure 3: Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner Algo-rithm Illustration on Example Database in Figure1insert into Ck+1selet p.feature1, p.feature2, : : : , p.featurek, q.featurek ,p.table instane id, q.table instane idfrom Ck p, Ck qwhere p.feature1 = q.feature1, : : : , p.featurek�1=q.featurek�1, p.featurek < q.featurek;A sort-merge join is a very ompetitive andidate forthe above query notiing that the results of eah iterationis naturally sorted for the next iteration.Next, in the prune step, we delete all andidate o-loations 2 Ck+1 suh that some k-subset of  is not in Ck beauseof the monotoniity property of the prevalene measure:forall o-loations  2 Ck+1 doforall size k o-loation s of  doif (s =2 Ck) thendelete  from Ck+1;For example, if the size 2 o-loation set isff?; squareg; f?; Ægg, the join step will produeff?; square; Ægg. The prune step will delete f?; square; Ægfrom ff?; square; Ægg beause fsquare; Æg is not a prevalento-loation of size 2.Step 2.2 generates oarse level table instanes of andidateo-loations of size k+ 1 whih passed the �lter of step 2.1.Co-loations with empty table instanes will be eliminated

from the andidate prevalent o-loation set of size k + 1.This step takes size k+ 1 andidate o-loation set Ck+1 asan argument and works as follows.forall o-loation  2 Ck+1insert into T // T is the oarse level table instane ofo-loation selet p.instane1, p.instane2, : : : , p.instanek, q.instanekfrom .oarse table instane id 1 p,.oarse table instane id2 qwhere p.instane1=q.instane1, : : : ,p.instanek�1=q.instanek�1, (p.instanek, q.instanek) 2 RC ;end;Here a sort-merge join is again preferred beause thatthe table instanes of eah iteration is naturally sortedfor the next iteration. Then all o-loations with emptytable instane will be eliminated from Ck+1. For example,in Figure 3, table 4 of o-loation f?; squareg and table5 of o-loation f?; Æg are joined to produe the oarselevel table instane of o-loation f?; square; Æg beauseo-loation f?; squareg and o-loation f?; Æg were joinedin apriori gen to produe o-loation f?; square; Æg in theprevious step. In the example, row instane f(0; 4); (0; 3)gof table 4 and row instane f(0; 4); (0; 4)g of table 5 arejoined to generate row instane f(0; 4); (0; 3); (0; 4)g ofo-loation f?; square; Æg (Table 7).Then Step 2.2 also alulates the over-estimated parti-ipation indexes for all andidate o-loations based on theoarse level table instanes and prunes the o-loations usingthe given prevalene threshold. Computation of the over-estimated partiipation index for a o-loation C based onthe oarse level table instane of C is similar to the orre-sponding proedure in Step 2.3. It requires sanning of itsoarse level table instane to ompute over-estimated par-tiipation ratios for eah feature in the o-loation. Thisomputation an be modeled as a projet-unique operationon olumns of the oarse level table instane of C. This anbe aomplished by keeping a bitmap of size joarse levelinstane of fij for eah feature fi of o-loation C. One sanof the table instane of C will be enough to put 1s in orre-sponding bits in eah bitmap. The following part is di�er-ent from the orresponding proedure in Step 2.3. Here weould not just add up all the 1s in the bitmap beause eah1 in the bitmap is a partition with inludes a set of point in-stanes. For eah spatial feature fi, we add up all the ountof point instanes in eah oarse level instane with 1s inits orresponding bitmap (pfi) and divide it by jinstane offij to get the over-estimated partiipation ratio of featurefi. For example in Figure 3, to aluate the over-estimatedpartiipation indexes for o-loation f?; square; Æg, we �rstalulate the partiipation ratios by sanning table 7. Forfeature ? in f?; square; Æg, only (0,4) and (1,3) partiipate.Both ell (0,4) and ell (1,3) inlude 2 stars. Totally fourstars are estimated to partiipate in f?; square; Æg and thepartiipation ratio pr(f?; square; Æg; ?) is overestimated as4/7 where 7 is the total number of stars. Similarly wean get the over-estimated partiipation ratio for square(6/10) and Æ (4/4) and the over-estimated partiipation in-dex is the minf4/7,6/10,4/4g=4/7. All o-loations withover-estimated partiipation index less than user spei�ed



threshold (false andidates) are eliminated from Ck+1 with-out passing to the next step. For example, in Figure 3 if theprevalene threshold is set to be 0.6, f?; squareg with over-estimated partiipation index 7/10 and f?; Æg with over-estimated partiipation index 6/10 will be pruned. Only�ne level table instanes of f?; Æg needs to be generated andits atual partiipation index needs to be alulated.Step 2.3 generates �ne level table instanes of andidate o-loations. It works the same as the orresponding proedurein Step 2.2 exept that it works on the �ne instane levelby joining �ne level table instanes with a neighborhood Rinstead of RC and are likely work in a smaller andidate o-loation set whih passes �lter of step 2.2. For example, inFigure 3, table f4 of o-loation f?; squareg and table f5 ofo-loation f?; Æg are joined to produe the �ne level tableinstane of o-loation f?; square; Æg.Then Step 2.3 also alulates the atual partiipation in-dexes for all andidate o-loations in Ck+1 and prunes theo-loations using the prevalene threshold. This is simi-lar to the orresponding proedure in Step 2.2. It requiressanning its �ne level table instane to ompute partiipa-tion ratios for eah feature in the o-loation. This an beaomplished by keeping a bitmap of size jinstane of fij foreah feature fi of o-loation C. One san of the table in-stane of C will be enough to put 1s in orresponding bits ineah bitmap. By summarizing the total number of 1s (pfi)in eah bitmap, we obtain the partiipation ratio of eahfeature fi (divide pfi by jinstane of fij).Step 2.4 generates all the o-loation rules with the userde�ned min prev and min ond prob.For eah prevalent o-loation C, we enumerate every subsetC0 of C and alulate the onditional probability measurefor the spatial o-loation rule: C0 ! C � C0. 1) Projetthe table instane of C on C0 to get CC. 2) Calulate theardinality of CC after dupliate elimination to get the Np.3) Divide Np by the ardinality of C0 (whih has alreadybeen alulated and kept in the previous iterations) to getthe onditional probability. 4) Produe: C0 ! C�C0 if theonditional probability is above user spei�ed threshold.Like in Co-loation Miner, using a geometri approah suf-fers from a lak of spatial feature level pruning but it keepsthe information of nearby regions. The ombinatorial ap-proah desribed above does not keep loal information butit bene�ts from spatial feature level pruning. Sine all thepartiipation indexes of singleton o-loations are 1, makingall singleton o-loations prevelant and spatial feature levelpruning is not e�etive when generating o-loations of size2, the geometri approah is preferred in this step. However,when generating o-loations of size 3 or more, spatial fea-ture level pruning is the dominant optimization tehnique,making the ombinatorial method the preferred approah inthis step. We integrate the advantages of the geometri andombinatorial approahes by using the geometri approahto generate o-loations of size 2 and swithes to ombina-torial approah to generate o-loations of size 3 or more inMulti-resolution Co-loation Miner too.To ompare the Co-loation Miner and the Multi-resolutionCo-loation Miner, we illustrate both algorithms in Figure

4 and Figure 5. Both graphs illustrate the iterations togenerate o-loations of size 3 or more. Table 2 gives themeaning of the parameters of C(algo; o lo type; size) usedin algorithm illustration graphs and later on in the perfor-mane omparisons in setion 3. In the algorithm illustra-tion graphs, the apriori gen only works in the spatial fea-ture type level, thus only the input o-loation set from theprevious iteration matters. The prune step generates thetable instane of eah input andidate o-loation based onoarse resolution level or the original datasets, alulatesthe orresponding partiipation indexes, and prunes basedon partiipation index threshold. The Muti-resolution Co-loation Miner algorithm illustrated in Figure 5 is similarto the Co-loation Miner, illustrated in Figure 4, exept forone additional pruning in Step 2.2 whih uses oarse leveldataset.Table 2: Parameters of C(algo; o lo type; size)algo Co-loation Miner(m) or the Muti-resolutionCo-loation Miner(mm)o lo type the andidate o-loations generated by theapriori gen (and), the subset of the an-didate o-loations generated by apriori gen(sub and), the prevalent o-loations(prev)size size of the o-loation
C(cm,prev,k+1)C(cm,prev,k)

Apriori_gen Prune(orig data)
C(cm,cand,k+1)Figure 4: Co-loation Miner Illustration

C(mcm,prev,k)
Apriori_gen

C(mcm,sub-cand,k+1)

Prune(orig data)C(mcm,cand,k+1) Prune(grid data)

C(mcm,prev,k+1)Figure 5: Muti-resolution Co-loation Miner Illus-tration
3. ANALYSIS OF MULTI-RESOLUTION

CO-LOCATION MINERIn this setion, we analyze the oarse instane level pruning,the ompleteness and orretness of theMulti-resolution Co-loation Miner, and its performane ompared with the Co-loation Miner.
3.1 Analysis of the Coarse Instance Level

PruningIn this setion, we prove a lemma regarding the over-estimation of partiipation indexes of Step 2.2.Lemma 1. The partiipation indexes alulated by Step2.2 of the Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner are over-estimates of the partiipation indexes of the original dataset.The andidate o-loation set found by Step 2.2 is a super-set of the prevalent o-loation set on the original dataset.



When o � loation size = 1, Lemma 1 is trivially true.Suppose when o � loation size = k Lemma 1 is true, weonsider when o� loation size = k+1. For eah andidateo-loation C of size k + 1 generated from the apriori genby joining C1 and C2 of size k, we generate its oarse levelinstane table. This is ahieved by joining the oarse levelinstane tables of C1 and C2. Beause lemma 1 is true foro-loations of size k, the andidate o-loation set of size kfound by Step 2.2 is a superset of the prevalent o-loationset on the original dataset. So C1 and C2 are in the an-didate o-loation set found by Step 2.2 in the previousiteration and their oarse level table instanes are availableto be joined to produe the oarse level table instane ofC. The orretness and ompleteness of the table join toprodue the oarse level table instane of C are similar tothat proved in the Co-loation Miner using a new neighbor-hood relationship RC . Beause of the new neighborhoodde�nition RC if NeighborR(p1; p2) in the original dataset,then NeighborRC (1; 2) in the oarse level dataset givenp1 2 1 and p2 2 2. When we alulate the partiipa-tion index, any point instane whih partiipates in the o-loation in the original dataset will ontribute to the ountsduring the partiipation ratio alulation. So the Step 2.2over-estimates the partiipation ratios (indexes). After thealulation of partiipation indexes, the pruning is arriedout using the same user given threshold. Beause the par-tiipation indexes are over-estimated, the pruning will noteliminate any atual prevalent o-loation. Thus the andi-date o-loation set found by Step 2.2 is a superset of theprevalent o-loation set on the original dataset.For example, in Figure 1, when we alulate the partiipa-tion ratio of ? in f?; squareg the point instanes f3,4,5,6gof spatial feature ? are orretly alulated as the instaneswith at least one instane of spatial feature square nearby.But instane 7 of spatial feature ? is alulated as an in-stane with spatial feature square nearby too beause thenew neighborhood relationship RC is less stringent than R.Thus the partiipation ratio 5/7 alulated by the Step 2.2is an over-estimate of the real ratio (4/7) over the originaldataset.The Step 2.2 is muh more eÆient at �nding andidateo-loations and their over-estimated partiipation indexesin dense datasets ompared to Step 2.3, whih �nds theexat o-loations and their partiipation indexes. The rea-son is that the Step 2.2 works on the lattie dataset. Aset of lustered points is treated as one instane in the griddataset, avoiding the exponential ombination of the pointinstanes in and between ells. For example, in Figure 1,when we generate the table instane of f?; square; Æg in thegrid dataset, we get 10 row instanes as in table 7. Thenumber of row instanes of the �ne level table instane off?; square; Æg is as many as 20 as in table f7 even in suha small degree of lusterness. The ratio of the �ne leveltable instane size over the oarse level table instane sizeis theoretially exponentially inreasing with the size of theo-loation.
3.2 Completeness of the Multi-resolution Co-

location MinerLemma 2. Algorithm Multi-resolution Co-loation Mineris omplete.

Given that we have proved that the Co-loation Miner al-gorithm is omplete, we only need to prove that the oarseresolution instane level pruning in Step 2.2 does not a�etthe ompleteness. By Lemma 1, the o-loation set foundby Step 2.2 is a superset of the prevalent o-loation seton the original dataset. Thus Step 2.2 does not falselyeliminate any possible o-loations and the Multi-resolutionCo-loation Miner algorithm is omplete.
3.3 Correctness of the Multi-resolution Co-

location MinerLemma 3. Algorithm Multi-resolution Co-loation Mineris orret.Adding one more �lter to the original Co-loation Mineralgorithm will not a�et the orretness of the Co-loationMiner. Thus the Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner is or-ret.
3.4 Computational Complexity Comparison

of the Multi-resolution Co-location Miner
and the Co-location MinerLet us represent the ost of iteration k of the Co-loationMiner algorithm as follows:Tm(k) =Tapriori gen(C(m;prev;k))+ Tprune(C(m;and;k+1);orig data) (2)The ost of the Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner is om-puted as follows:Tmm(k) =Tapriori gen(C(t;prev;k))+ Tprune(C(mm;and;k+1);grid data)+ Tprune(C(mm;sub�and;k+1);orig data) (3)Here Tapriori gen(C(m;prev;k)) = Tapriori gen(C(mm;prev;k))beause apriori gen works on spatial feature level.Now we ompare the ost of the Co-loation Miner algorithmand the Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner algorithm. No-tie that the bulk of time is onsumed by generating tableinstanes and alulating the partiipation indexes, the ratioan be simpli�ed as:Tmm(k)Tm(k) =Tprune(C(mm;and;k+1);grid data) + Tprune(C(mm;sub�and;k+1);orig data)Tprune(C(m;and;k+1);orig data) (4)Furthermore, we assume that the average time to generatea table instane in the original dataset is Toriginal and theaverage time to generate a table instane in the grid datasetis Tgrid. The number of andidate o-loations generated bythe apriori gen is jCk+1j and the number of andidate o-loations after the oarse instane level pruning is jC0k+1j,



equation 4 an be estimated by:Tmm(k)Tm(k) = jCk+1j � Tgrid + jC0k+1j � TorigjCk+1j � Torig= TgridTorig + jC0k+1jjCk+1j (5)The �rst term of the ratio is ontrolled by the \lumpiness"of the loations of spatial features whih means the averagenumber of instanes of spatial features lustered together inthe spae and the seond term is ontrolled by the oarseinstane level pruning eÆieny. When the loations of spa-tial features are lustered the sizes of the �ne level tableinstanes are muh larger than the sizes of the oarse leveltable instanes and the time needed to generate �ne leveltable instanes are muh more than the time needed to gen-erate oarse level table instanes. In our experiments innext setion, we use the parameter mlump whih ontrolsthe number of instanes lumping together for eah spatialfeature to evaluate the �rst term and the parametermoverlapwhih represents the possible false andidates ratio to eval-uate the seond term. From the formula, we an see thattheMulti-resolution Co-loation Miner is more eÆient thanthe Co-loation Miner when the loations of spatial featuresare lustered and the false andidate ratio is high.
4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND PERFOR-

MANCE EVALUATIONFigure 6 desribes the experimental setup to evaluate rela-tive performane of the alternative algorithms. We evaluatesthe performane of the algorithms with syntheti data gen-erated using a methodology similar to methodologies usedto evaluate algorithms for mining assoiation rules [2℄. Syn-theti datasets allow better ontrol towards studying e�etsof interesting parameters, e.g. number of ore o-loations(No lo), expeted size (�1) of maximal o-loations, et.The list of the parameters is presented in Table 3. A data-ow diagram of data generation proess is shown in Figure6. The proess began with the generation of subsets of spa-tial features (ore o-loations). To generate a subset offeatures, we �rst hose the size of the subset from a Pois-son distribution with mean (�1). Then a set of features forthis ore o-loation pattern was hosen. For eah ore o-loation, moverlap maximal o-loations were generated byappending one more spatial feature to a ore o-loation.To simplify interpretation of the results, o-loations werekept mutually disjoint. moverlap was used to ontrol thenumber of possible false andidate o-loations generatedby the apriori gen. The larger moverlap is, the more falseandidate apriori gen generates. The size of eah table in-stane of eah o-loation was hosen from another Poissondistribution with mean �2. Next, we generated the set ofneighborhoods for o-loations using the size of their tableinstanes from the previous step. mlump point loationsfor eah feature in the o-loation were embedded insidea neighborhood of size d. The loations of neighborhoodswere hosen at random in the overall spatial framework. Forsimpliity, the shape of the overall spatial framework was aretangle of size D1�D2 and the size of eah neighborhoodwas d� d. The �nal step was to add noise. The model fornoise used two parameters, namely the ratio of noise featuresrnoise f and number of noise instanes pnoise n. Noise wasadded by generating a set of instanes of features in a set

of noise features disjoint with the features involving gener-ation of maximal o-loations and plaing those at randomloations in the global spatial framework.The olletions of spatial datasets used were generated basedon a base dataset shown in Table 4. The base dataset useda retangle spatial framework of size 500 � 1000, a squareneighborhood of size 10 � 10, an average o-loation sizeof 5, an average table instane size of 50 when mlump = 1a noise feature ratio of 0.5, a noise number of 1000, a oreo-loation size of 4, and a overlapping degree of 2. Spa-tial framework sizes were proportional to the total numberof instanes to avoid unexpeted patterns reated by toorowded instanes. Then we ranged the overlapping degree(moverlap) from 2 to 8 and the lumpiness measure (mlump)from 5 to 20 to generate other datasets. These datasetsare used by the o-loation algorithm driver module to ol-let the performane statistis, as shown in Figure 6. Thedriver alls the andidate algorithm (i.e. the Co-loationMiner and the Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner). Eahalgorithm was instrumented to measure exeution time fordisovering o-loations of size 2 as well the exeution timefor o-loations of size 3 or more. The exeution time wasmeasured using the \time" utility in the C++ language ona Sun Ultra 10 work station with a 440 MHz CPU, and 128Mbytes memory running the SunOS 5.7 operating system.The last module in the experimental setup was responsiblefor summarizing the measurements in the form of plots andtables reported in the following setion.
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Figure 6: Experimental Setup and Design
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Figure 7: Performane Ratio a) By Overlap Degreeb) By Clumpiness DegreeFigure 7 summarizes the performane gain by using Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner. The x-axis represents theoverlap degree whih ontrols the false andidate generatedby apriori gen in the �rst �gure and the \lumpiness" of lo-ations of eah spatial feature type in the seond �gure. They-axis represents the running time ratio of the Co-loation



Table 3: Parameters Used to Generate SynthetiDataNo lo The number of ore o-loations�1 The parameter of the Poisson distributionto de�ne the size the ore o-loations�2 The parameter of the Poisson distributionto de�ne the size of the table instane ofeah o-loation when mlump = 1D1 �D2 The size of the spatial frameworkd The size of the square to de�ne a o-loationrnoise f The ratio the of number of noise featuresover the number of features involved ingenerating the maximal o-loationsrnoise n The number of noise instanesmoverlap The number of o-loation generated byappending one more spatial feature foreah ore o-loationmlump The number of instanes generated foreah spatial feature in a neighborhood fora o-loationTable 4: Syntheti Data ParametersD1 �D2 d No lo moverlap�1 �2 rnoise f rnoise n500 �1000 10 4 2 5 50 .5 1000Miner over the Multi-resolution Co-loation Miner whengenerating o-loations of size 3 or more. The time neededfor generate o-loation of size 2 is not inluded beauseit depends on the spatial join methods hosen and furthermore is dominated by the time to generate o-loations ofsize 3 or more. We used the partiipation index we expetedknown when generating the datasets as the thresholds. Asthe overlap degree and the number of false andidates in-rease, the performane improvements are inreasing by 1 to4.5 times. It improves faster as the \lumpiness" inreases.The performane improvements have the similar trend withthe inrease of the \lumpiness".Figure 8 summarizes the time ratio of the oarse level prun-ing and the �ne level pruning phases. Similarly, the x-axis represents the overlap degree in the �rst �gure and the\lumpiness" of loations of eah spatial feature type in theseond �gure. In the �rst �gure, the ratio slowly dereasesas the overlap degree inreases and the trend is faster forsmaller lumpiness degree and is between 0.1 to 0.5. In theseond �gure, the ratio dereases faster than that in the �rst�gure as the lumpiness degree inrease. This is beause fora �xed overlap degree, with the lumpiness inreasing, thetime needed to generate oarse level table instanes is notinreasing as fast as the time needed to generate �ne leveltable instanes.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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Figure 8: Filter Time Ratio 1) By Overlap Degree2) By Clumpiness DegreeIn this paper, we proposed the Multi-resolution Co-loationMiner algorithm using a lattie to help alulate the upperbounds for the prevalene measures. We have shown thatthese algorithms are omplete and orret. By theoretialanalysis we have shown that when the dataset is lusteredand there are some false andidates, the multi-resolutionalgorithm is expeted to be faster than the traditional o-loation miner. The proposed algorithm uses an innova-tive approah to deal with exponential inrease of instanesof o-loations due to the lusterness of spatial datasets.The experimental results on�rmed our theoretial analysis.We would also like to explore o-loation patterns in lattiedatasets whih lak initial point dataset information due tovarious reasons(e.g. seurity).
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